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InDesign does a very good job
of dynamically resizing text to

fit any given environment. That
is, InDesign doesn't make an
assumption that a paragraph,
graphic, or document's layout
is 30 or 240 pixels high. You
can even enable InDesign to

dynamically size text to a
percentage of the page height;
this works very well when used
with Continuous Layout, which

InDesign calls the Dynamic
Page Size View. Pros Great
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resizing tools Good Page
Layout and Variable Text
position Lossless image
resizing Lossless image

layering File size checks make
sure you get the right file for
the job Control of tiled and

grouped images High degree of
accuracy in resizing images
One-time normalization of

images Accurate image
cropping Cons Quicker resizing
in older Macs Quicker resizing
in image editing software with
big memory InDesign's flexible
document format means that
you can store your documents
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in a number of different
formats, even at runtime. You
can store your documents in
InDesign using whatever file
format your files already use,

as long as that format is
supported by InDesign. Your

documents can also be stored
in InDesign as XML files or in a

completely new file format
called XML Style Sheets. If you
need to work with a new file

format, XML Style Sheets offers
you tremendous flexibility.
InDesign also offers you the
best integration available to
collaborate on files that are
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stored in a different format.
Pros Large set of tools in place
Fast resizing Zoom (as much as
you want) Multiple documents

can be opened Support of
common image formats View

options let you see your files in
any available format Cons Less

RAM available when using
multiple documents InDesign is
a professional and full-featured

program for designing print
and multimedia projects. Pros
Design applications integrated

Huge potential for
customization Good of cost
Reasonable media handling
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Cons Sketchpad not yet
integrated Less RAM available

when using multiple
documents InDesign is a

professional and full-featured
program for designing print

and multimedia projects. Pros
Selection of watermarks A

simple and comfortable
interface High performance

Cons Lack of intelligent naming
system Lacks a few graphics
functions Lacks a face-lifted

version of the package
Practical tool to handle files
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